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It is a very common thing that when move out for a business tour or leisure vacation you should first
book a hotel for your luxurious accommodation. The luxurious New Delhi Hotels in any of a
metropolitan city provides mostly the same facilities that are include caretaker services, outdoor
pool, shopping complex in-house, restaurants, spa parlor, business center, space for events &
conferences, and the list goes on. Some of the 5 star hotels are providing private air carrier services
and golf playing conveniences. Whenever you book a room due to the time like festive season and
the presently situation you can get the discount. All those five star hotels are having the facilities for
online booking of rooms. The online payment mode is also safe wherever you have but with a single
click you can book the room.

Delhi is a national capital of India and it is divided into two parts that is New Delhi and Old Delhi. In
Old Delhi you can get the various historical places and in New Delhi you can see the modernized
generation and various shopping malls, markets etc. Luxurious New Delhi Hotels provides a reliable
service. These hotels provide a world-class hospitality and leave an everlasting effect in the mind of
the travelers. They are worldwide famous for their inflicting and magnificent treatment of guests and
outstanding services. If you go to any hotel in Delhi You will find the best option to experience the
Indian hospitality standard. The hotels are divided into different categories just like from five star
hotels to budget hotel. One of the five star deluxe hotels are described below.

Imperial Hotel New Delhi : This is a five star deluxe hotel which is located at at Janpath, New Delhi
which is elegantly designed and providing all kinds of modern comforts. As it locates at the business
hub it attracts thousands of guests from all over the world to enjoy its great hospitality. This hotel
appointed 390 luxurious rooms which is well equipped with all kind of modern amenities. The room
amenities are tea and coffee maker, Plasma TV, Mini bar, high speed internet connectivity and
many more facilities. The restaurant of this hotel provides multi cuisine foods that are Indian,
Japanese, Continental and European etc.The bar and lounge also provides well stocked drinks in a
cool ambiance. Some extra facilities are swimming pool, parking facilities, beauty saloon, Laundry,
spa and countless facilities.
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Carol Wilson - About Author:

Author now completely to stay in India just because of its most valuable peace destinations and she
is traveling plan for a New Delhi Hotels and share the unexpected view about luxury destinations of
India.He gives advices for world's people stay in Luxury Hotels in India with cheapest prices
specially in a Imperial Hotel New Delhi.
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